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Twitter is among the fastest-growing microblogging and online social networking services. Messages posted
on Twitter (tweets) have been reporting everything from daily life stories to the latest local and global news and
events. Monitoring and analyzing this rich and continuous user-generated content can yield unprecedentedly valuable information, enabling users and organizations to acquire actionable knowledge. This article provides a survey
of techniques for event detection from Twitter streams. These techniques aim at finding real-world occurrences
that unfold over space and time. In contrast to conventional media, event detection from Twitter streams poses
new challenges. Twitter streams contain large amounts of meaningless messages and polluted content, which negatively affect the detection performance. In addition, traditional text mining techniques are not suitable, because of
the short length of tweets, the large number of spelling and grammatical errors, and the frequent use of informal
and mixed language. Event detection techniques presented in literature address these issues by adapting techniques
from various fields to the uniqueness of Twitter. This article classifies these techniques according to the event type,
detection task, and detection method and discusses commonly used features. Finally, it highlights the need for
public benchmarks to evaluate the performance of different detection approaches and various features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microblogging is a broadcast medium that allows users to exchange small digital
content such as short texts, links, images, or videos. Although it is a relatively new communication medium compared with traditional media, microblogging has gained increased
attention among users, organizations, and research scholars in different disciplines. The
popularity of microblogging stems from its distinctive communication services such as
portability, immediacy, and ease of use, which allow users to instantly respond and spread
information with limited or no restrictions on content. Virtually any person witnessing or
involved in any event is nowadays able to disseminate real-time information, which can
reach the other side of the world as the event unfolds. For instance, during recent social
upheavals and crises, millions of people on the ground turned to Twitter to report and follow
significant events.
Twitter is currently the most popular and fastest-growing microblogging service, with
more than 140 million users producing over 400 million tweets per day—mostly mobile—
as of June 2012.1 Twitter enables users to post status updates, or tweets, no longer than 140
characters to a network of followers using various communication services (e.g., cell phones,
e-mails, Web interfaces, or other third-party applications). While some users consider the
140-character constraint as a severe limitation, many argue that it is the feature that sets
Twitter apart—short information is easier to consume and faster to spread. Even though
tweets are limited in size, Twitter is updated hundreds of millions of times a day by people
all over the world, and its content varies tremendously based on user interests and behaviors
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(Java et al. 2007; Krishnamurthy et al. 2008; Zhao and Rosson 2009). Therefore, Twitter
streams contain large and diverse amount of information ranging from daily-life stories to
the latest local and worldwide news and events (Hurlock and Wilson 2011; Kwak et al.
2010).
Online social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, etc.) have revolutionized the
way we communicate with individuals, groups, and communities and altered everyday
practices (Boyd and Ellison 2007). Several recent workshops, such as Semantic Analysis in Social Media (Farzindar and Inkpen 2012), are increasingly focusing on the impact
of social media on our daily lives. For instance, Twitter has changed the way people
and businesses perform, seek advice, and create “ambient awareness” (a sort of virtual
omnipresence) and reinforced the weak and strong tie of friendship (Geser 2011; McFedries
2007; Thompson 2008). Unlike other media sources, Twitter messages provide timely and
fine-grained information about any kind of event, reflecting, for instance, personal perspectives, social information, conversational aspects, emotional reactions, and controversial
opinions.
Monitoring and analyzing this rich and continuous flow of user-generated content can
yield unprecedentedly valuable information, which would not have been available from traditional media outlets. Tweets can be seen as a dynamic source of information enabling
individuals, corporations, and government organizations to stay informed of “what is happening now.” For instance, people would be interested in getting advice, opinions, facts, or
updates on news or events (Java et al. 2007; Krishnamurthy et al. 2008; Zhao and Rosson
2009). Companies are increasingly using Twitter to advertise and recommend products,
brands, and services; to build and maintain reputations; to analyze users’ sentiment regarding their products (or those of their competitors); to respond to customers’ complaints; and
to improve decision making and business intelligence (Farzindar 2012; Jansen et al. 2009;
Jiang et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Pak and Paroubek 2010). Twitter has also emerged as a
fast communication channel for gathering and spreading breaking news (Amer-Yahia et al.
2012; Phuvipadawat and Murata 2010; Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009), for predicting election results, and for sharing political events and conversations (Small 2011; Tumasjan et al.
2010). It has also become an important analytical tool for crime prediction (Wang et al.
2012) and monitoring terrorist activities.2
In general, events can be defined as real-world occurrences that unfold over space and
time (Allan et al. 1998; Troncy et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2008; Yang et al. 1998). Event detection
from conventional media sources has been long addressed in the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) research program, which mainly aims at finding and following events in a stream
of broadcast news stories (Allan et al. 1998; Yang et al. 1998). However, event detection
from Twitter streams pose new challenges that are different from those faced by the event
detection tasks in traditional media. In contrast with the well-written, structured, and edited
news releases, Twitter messages are restricted in length and written by anyone. Therefore,
tweets include large amounts of informal, irregular, and abbreviated words, large number
of spelling and grammatical errors, and improper sentence structures and mixed languages.
In addition, Twitter streams contain large amounts of meaningless messages (Hurlock and
Wilson 2011), polluted content (Lee et al. 2011), and rumors (Castillo et al. 2011), which
negatively affect the performance of the detection algorithms.
This article provides a survey of techniques found in the literature for event detection
from Twitter streams. These techniques are classified according to the event type (specified
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or unspecified), detection task (retrospective or new event detection), and detection method
(supervised or unsupervised) as well as to the target application (Tables 1 and 2). Commonly
used feature representations are also presented and discussed (Table 2). Event detection
from Twitter streams is a vibrant research area that draws on techniques from various fields
such as machine learning, natural language processing, data mining, information extraction
and retrieval, and text mining. This article does not provide an exhaustive review of existing
approaches but rather selects representative techniques to give the reader a perspective on
the main research directions.
Section 2 provides background information on Twitter and presents the motivation and
challenges associated with event detection from Twitter streams. Section 3 briefly describes
relevant techniques for event detection from traditional media outlets. In Section 4, the
techniques for detecting real-world events from Twitter data streams are described and categorized according to the type of event, detection task, and detection methods with the
commonly used feature representations. Finally, Section 5 provides a general discussion,
followed by the conclusion.
2. TWITTER
2.1. Service Overview
As described in Section 1, Twitter is currently the most popular fastest-growing
microblogging service. It is the eighth most popular site in the world according to the
3-month Alexa traffic rankings.3 This popularity is also reflected in the increasingly large
number of research papers published about Twitter in various fields. Twitter’s core function allows users to post and read short messages. Similar to blogging sites, Twitter allows
sharing any kind of information, thoughts, opinions, and ideas to keep people updated
or informed of happenings. However, Twitter encourages concise description of ideas via
tweets—short text messages that are no longer than 140 characters—which allow for effective and timely communication of information. These tweets are automatically posted as a
streams (and publicly accessible) on the user’s profile on Twitter and instantly sent to the
user’s network of followers. Messages can be posted on Twitter through various communication services such as cell phones, emails, Web interfaces, or other third-party applications.
In particular, tweets can be easily posted via mobile devices, such as short message service
messages, providing an efficient medium for instant information dissemination and consumption. The portability, immediacy, and ease of use are among the main reasons behind
Twitter’s popularity.
Twitter is also a unique online social networking service that allows people to create
profiles, communicate, and connect with other people on the service. The social relationship
on Twitter is asymmetric and can be conceptualized as a directed social network or follower
network (Brzozowski and Romero 2011). A user can follow any other user without requiring
an approval or a reciprocal connection from the followed users. Twitter does not impose any
limits on the number of followers to a user account; however, one user account can typically
follow up to 2000 users. There is, however, a user-dependent limit to follow additional users
based on the ratio of followers to be followed.4 By default, posted messages are available to
anyone. Although users can modify their privacy settings to only update their followers and
to decide who can follow them, these are not commonly used. Users can consume tweets
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Discrete wavelet analysis and graph
partitioning
Continuous wavelet analysis and
latent Dirichlet allocation
Gradient boosted decision trees

Weng and Lee (2011)

Popescu and Pennacchiotti (2010)

Cordeiro (2012)
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sensitive hashing)
Online clustering and support vector
machine classifier
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TABLE 2. Summary of Detection Techniques and Feature Representations.

Correlation of target events
(or entities) with the Web and
traditional news media

–

Individual words

Word frequency and entropy

Term vector, proper nouns
(conventional NER)
#tweets, #users and entropy
of messages
Term vector

Term vector

General features

Proportion of nouns, verbs,
questions, bad words, etc.;
#tweet, #retweets, #replies,
#tweets per user, hashtags; proportion
of tweets and hashtags involving
buzziness, sentiment, controversy

Hashtag occurrences

Hashtags, multi-word
hashtags with special
capitalization, retweets,
replies and mentions.
Probability of word occurring
in hashtags
–

Hashtags, #followers,
#retweets and timestamps
–

Hashtags and timestamps

Twitter-specific features
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Factor graph model and conditional
random fields

Statistical modeling of normal
crowd behavior
Support vector machine classifier

Recursive query construction
Generative language modeling

Temporal query expansion technique

Event modeling (ETree)

Benson et al. (2011)

Lee and Sumiya (2010)

Becker et al. (2011)
Massoudi et al. (2011)

Metzler et al. (2012)

Gu et al. (2011)

Sakaki et al. (2010)

Gradient boosted decision trees

Detection techniques

Popescu et al. (2011)
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TABLE 2. Continued.

Term vector and n-gram models

Term frequency and co-location

–

Term vectors for artist names
(extracted from Wikipedia)
and for city venue names.
–

Part-of-Speech tagging and regular
expressions (in addition to the features
used by Popescu et al. (2011))

General features

#Tweet, #Crowd, #MovingCrowd
based on geotags
#Words, #keywords and the words
surrounding users query
Hashtags and URL
Emoticons, post length, shouting,
hyperlinks, capitalization, recency,
#reposts and #followers
Burstiness score based on the frequency
of query term occurrence
Replies to tweets

Relative positional information, length
of snapshot, category, language
(in addition to the features used by
Popescu et al. (2011))
Word shape, patterns for emoticons,
time references, venue types

Twitter-specific features
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by reading their timeline—a chronological streams of incoming tweets from everyone they
follow.
Twitter has evolved over time and adopted suggestions originally proposed by users to
make the platform more flexible. It currently provides different ways for users to converse
and interact by referencing each other in posted messages in a well-defined markup vocabulary. Placing the “@” symbol before a user name (also called a handle, “@username”)
creates a mention or a reply link to the referenced user’s account. A mention is used anywhere in the message for signaling that the mentioned user is also registered on Twitter.
A reply is a special mention from one user in response to another user’s message starting
with the replied-to @username (Honeycutt and Herring 2009). Mentions are displayed in
the referenced user accounts to keep track of messages mentioning their names. Twitter also
allows users to forward or retweet someone else’s tweet to their followers. It is commonly
carried out by using the RT prefix before the user name that originated the message, “RT
@username.” Retweeting is a common practice on Twitter to share useful or interesting
information while giving credit to the original user (Boyd et al. 2010). Topics on Twitter
can be categorized by a hashtag, which is any keyword preceded by a hash sign “#” (e.g.,
#nlptechnologies). Hashtags were developed as a means to create groupings on Twitter.
Twitter users can use hashtag to indicate the subject of their messages, to collate tweets from
different users on a shared subject, and to regularly track specific events in real time.
Twitter provides an application programming interface (API),5 which allows developers
to programmatically access the public data streams as well as many features of the service.
For instance, Twitter streaming API provides filtering by location, keywords, author, and
others. The availability of Twitter data has motivated significant research work in various
disciplines and led to numerous applications and tools.
2.2. Twitter as a Source of Information
Twitter is becoming the microphone of the masses, which altered news production and
consumption (Murthy 2011). Many real-world examples have shown the effectiveness and
the timely information reported by Twitter during disasters and social movements. Representative examples include the bomb blasts in Mumbai in November 2008 (Oh et al. 2011),
the flooding of the Red River Valley in the United States and Canada in March and April
2009 (Starbird et al. 2010), the U.S. Airways plane crash on the Hudson river in January
2009, the devastating earthquake in Haiti in 2010, the demonstrations following the Iranian
Presidential elections in 2009, and the “Arab Spring” in the Middle East and North Africa
region (Khondker 2011; Khan 2012).
Several studies have analyzed Twitter’s user intentions (Java et al. 2007; Krishnamurthy
et al. 2008; Zhao and Rosson 2009; Kwak et al. 2010; Kaplan and Haenlein 2011). For
instance, Java et al. (2007) categorized user intentions on Twitter into daily chatter, conversations, sharing information, and reporting news. They also identified Twitter users as
information sources, friends, and information seekers. Krishnamurthy et al. (2008) presented similar classification of user intentions and also included evangelists and spammers
that are looking to follow anyone. According to Kaplan and Haenlein (2011), people are
motivated by the concept of ambient awareness—being updated about even the most trivial
matters in other peoples’ lives and by the platform for virtual exhibitionism and voyeurism
provided for both active contributors and passive observers. Many research efforts have also
focused on Twitter user motivations in specific environments such as at work (Zhao and
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Rosson 2009; Lovejoy and Saxton 2012), during conferences (Reinhardt et al. 2009), and in
politics (Tumasjan et al. 2010; Small 2011).
2.3. Challenges
Tweets have reported everything from daily life stories to latest local and worldwide
events. Twitter content reflects real-time events in our life and contains rich social information and temporal attributes. Monitoring and analyzing this rich and continuous flow of
user-generated content can yield unprecedentedly valuable information. However, Twitter
streams contain large amounts of meaningless messages (pointless babbles) (Hurlock and
Wilson 2011) and rumors (Castillo et al. 2011). These are important to build users’ social
networks (Kaplan and Haenlein 2011) and may help to understand people’s reactions to
events, however they negatively affect event detection performance. Nevertheless, Twitter
characteristics and popularity are particularly alluring for spammers and other content polluters (Lee et al. 2011), to spread advertisements, pornography, viruses, and phishing, or
just to compromise system reputation (Benevenuto et al. 2010).
A major challenge facing event detection from Twitter streams is therefore to separate
the mundane and polluted information from interesting real-world events. In practice, highly
scalable and efficient approaches are required for handling and processing the increasingly
large amount of Twitter data (especially for real-time event detection). Other challenges are
inherent to Twitter’s design and usage. These are mainly due to the short length of tweet
messages, the frequent use of (dynamically evolving) informal, irregular, and abbreviated
words, the large number of spelling and grammatical errors, and the use of improper sentence structure and mixed languages. Such data sparseness, lack of context, and diversity
of vocabulary make the traditional text analysis techniques less suitable for tweets (Metzler
et al. 2007). In addition, different events may enjoy different popularity among users and
can differ significantly in content, number of messages and participants, periods, inherent
structure, and causal relationships (Nallapati et al. 2004).
3. EVENT DETECTION IN TRADITIONAL MEDIA
This section provides a brief overview of event detection techniques applied to traditional media outlets. Some of these techniques have been adapted to event detection
in Twitter. They are generally classified into document-pivot and feature-pivot techniques
depending on whether they rely on document or temporal features.
3.1. Document-Pivot Techniques
Event detection has long been addressed in the TDT program (Allan 2002), an initiative sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, concerned with
event-based organization of textual news document streams. The motivation for the TDT
research initiative was to provide core technology for news monitoring tools from multiple sources of traditional media (including newswire and broadcast news) to keep users
updated about news and developments. Originally, the TDT consisted of three main tasks:
segmentation, detection, and tracking. These tasks attempt to segment news text into cohesive stories, detect new (unforeseen) events, and track the development of a previously
reported event.
According to TDT, the objective of event detection is to discover new or previously
unidentified events, where each event refers to a specific thing that happens at a specific
time and place (Allan et al. 1998). Event detection consists of three major phases: data
preprocessing, data representation, and data organization or clustering (Yang et al. 1998;
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Yang et al. 2002). Data preprocessing involves filtering out stopwords (on, of, are, etc.) and
applying words stemming and tokenization techniques.
Traditional data representation for event detection involves the term vectors or bag of
words whose entries are nonzero if the corresponding terms appear in the document. Each
term in the vector is typically weighted using the classical term frequency–inverse document
frequency (tf-idf ) approach (Salton 1988), which evaluates how important a word is to a
document in a corpus. However, the term vector model is subject to the curse of dimensionality when the text is long. More importantly, the temporal order of words and the semantic
and syntactic features of the text (e.g., named entity and grammar) are discarded by the
term vectors; thus, the model may not capture the similarity (or dissimilarity) among related
(or unrelated) events. For instance, it would be difficult for the term vector to distinguish
between two different airplane crashes. In fact, Allan, Lavrenko, Marlin, and Swan (2000)
presented an upper bound for full-text similarity, which leads to exploring other data representation techniques such as semantical and contextual features (Allan, Lavrenko, and Jin
2000).
The named entity vector is an alternative data representation (Kumaran and Allan 2004),
which attempts to extract information answering the 4Ws questions: who, what, when, and
where (Mohd 2007). Both term and named entity vectors have been integrated into a mixed
vector (Yang et al. 1999; Kumaran and Allan 2004). Probabilistic representations have also
been applied including language models (Leek et al. 2002) and more advanced probabilistic
frameworks that incorporate both content and time information (Li et al. 2005). Similarity
between events is measured using traditional metrics such as the Euclidean distance, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and cosine similarity. More recently, other similarity measures
have been proposed such as the Hellinger distance (Brants et al. 2003) and the clustering
index (Jo and Lee 2007).
In TDT, event detection has been broadly divided into two categories: retrospective
event detection (RED) and new event detection (NED)6 (Yang et al. 1998; Allan et al. 1998).
RED focuses on discovering previously unidentified events from accumulated historical
collections (Yang et al. 1998), while NED involves the discovery of new events from live
streams in (near) real time (Allan et al. 1998). Clustering-based algorithms (Berkhin 2002;
Aggarwal and Zhai 2012) have been mainly employed for both RED and NED tasks.
Retrospective event detection involves iterative clustering algorithms that require the
entire document collection, to organize the documents into topic clusters. Hierarchical clustering approaches, such as the bottom-up hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) (Jain
and Dubes 1988), have been widely employed for this task. At first, each single data point
is represented by a cluster, and then closest clusters are merged on the basis of the similarity measure until all data points become a single cluster or some termination criteria are
satisfied. Several variations of the HAC algorithm have been employed in TDT tasks. For
instance, Yang et al. (1998) employed the group average clustering to detect news events
from accumulated news stories. A two-layer HAC approach based on affinity propagation
has also been proposed to reduce the false positives; however, at the expense of increased
complexity (Dai et al. 2010). The traditional k-means algorithm and its variants, such as
k-median and k-means++, have also been applied (Bouras and Tsogkas 2010).
New event detection has been characterized as a query-free retrieval tasks because the
event information is not known a priori and hence cannot be expressed as an explicit query
(Allan et al. 1998). In contrast to RED, NED must provide decisions (new or old events)
as documents arrive. Therefore, the employed clustering approaches are typically based on
6
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incremental (greedy) algorithms that process the input streams sequentially and merge an
event with the most similar one or create a new cluster if the similarity measure exceeds
a predefined threshold (Allan et al. 1998). In practice, such approach could be time and
resource intensive and may be unfeasible without employing specialized techniques for
improved system efficiency (Luo et al. 2007). For instance, using a sliding time window
over old stories and comparing the new story with the most recent number of stories would
alleviate the resource requirements (Yang et al. 1998; Papka 1999; Luo et al. 2007). The
underlying assumption is that the occurrence of stories related to the same event should be
close in time. Other techniques for improved system efficiency include limiting the number of terms per document, limiting the number of total terms kept, and employing parallel
processing (Luo et al. 2007).
These event detection techniques are typically called document-pivot techniques,
because they detect events by clustering documents on the basis of their textual similarity.
However, the TDT line of research assumes that all documents are relevant and contain some
old or new events of interest (Allan, Lavrenko, and Jin 2000). This assumption is clearly
violated in Twitter data streams, where relevant events are buried in large amounts of noisy
data (Becker et al. 2011b; Castillo et al. 2011; Hurlock and Wilson 2011; Lee et al. 2011).
In addition, these techniques are not designed to handle the speed and scale requirements of
social media.
3.2. Feature-Pivot Techniques
Trend detection tasks over textual data collection generally aim to identify topic
areas that were previously unseen or rapidly growing in importance within the corpus
(Kontostathis et al. 2004). Recently, there has been a significant interest in bursty event
detection techniques in traditional media (Kleinberg 2002; Fung et al.2005; He, Chang,
and Lim 2007; He, Chang, Lim, and Zhang 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Goorha and Ungar
2010). These feature-pivot techniques model an event in text streams as a bursty activity, with certain features rising sharply in frequency as the event emerges. An event is
therefore conventionally represented by a number of keywords showing burst in appearance counts (Kleinberg 2002). The underlying assumption is that some related words would
show an increased usage as an event occurs. Different from traditional RED and NED
approaches, these techniques analyze feature distributions and discover events by grouping
bursty features with identical trends.
In his seminal work, Kleinberg (2002) proposed in infinite-state automaton to model
the arrival times of documents in a streams to identify bursts that have high intensity over
limited durations of time. The states of the probabilistic automaton correspond to the frequencies of individual words, while the state transitions capture the burst, which correspond
to a significant change in word frequency. Fung et al. (2005) modeled word appearance
as binomial distribution, identified the bursty words according to a heuristic-based threshold, and grouped bursty features to find bursty events. He, Chang, Lim, and Zhang (2007)
applied spectral analysis using discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) to categorize features
for different event characteristics (e.g., important or not, and periodic or aperiodic events).
DFT converts the signals from the time domain into the frequency domain, such that a burst
in the time domain corresponds to a spike in the frequency domain. However, DFT cannot identify the period of a bursty event. Therefore, He, Chang, and Lim (2007) employed
Gaussian mixture models to identify feature bursts and their associated periods. Snowsill
et al. (2010) presented an online approach for detecting events in news streams based on
statistical significant tests of n-gram word frequency within a time frame. An incremental
suffix tree data structure was applied to reduce the time and space constraints required for
online detection.
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Direct application of feature-pivot techniques to Twitter streams may not be suitable,
because the temporal distributions of features are very noisy and not all bursts are relevant
events of interest.
4. EVENT DETECTION IN TWITTER
This section describes various techniques proposed for event detection from Twitter
streams. Table 1 presents a taxonomy of these techniques according to the type of event,
detection task, and detection methods. Depending on the type of events, these techniques
are classified into unspecified and specified event detection. According to the detection
task and target application, they are classified into RED and NED techniques. Furthermore, depending on the detection method, the presented techniques are also categorized into
supervised and unsupervised (or a combination of both) techniques (Table 1). In addition,
the main event detection methods are further illustrated in Table 2 along with the feature
representations, which are divided into general and Twitter-specific features.
4.1. Unspecified versus Specified Event
Depending on the available information on the event of interest, event detection can be
classified into specified and unspecified techniques, as shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.
Because no prior information is available about the event, the unspecified event detection
techniques rely on the temporal signal of Twitter streams to detect the occurrence of a realworld event. These techniques typically require monitoring for bursts or trends in Twitter
streams, grouping the features with identical trend into events, and ultimately classifying
the events into different categories. On the other hand, the specified event detection relies on
specific information and features that are known about the event, such as a venue, time, type,
and description, which are provided by the user or from the event context. These features can
be exploited by adapting traditional information retrieval and extraction techniques (such as
filtering, query generation and expansion, clustering, and information aggregation) to the
unique characteristics of tweets.
The following subsections describe the techniques for unspecified and specified event
detection. These techniques are then further classified according to the detection task
(Section 4.2) and detection methods (Section 4.3)
4.1.1. Unspecified Event Detection. The nature of Twitter posts reflect events as they
unfold; hence, these tweets are particularly useful for unknown event detection. Unknown
events of interest are typically driven by emerging events, breaking news, and general topics
that attract the attention of a large number of Twitter users. Because no event information is
available, unknown events are typically detected by exploiting the temporal patterns or signal of Twitter streams. New events of general interest exhibit a burst of features in Twitter
streams yielding, for instance, a sudden increased use of specific keywords. Bursty features
that occur frequently together in tweets can then be grouped into trends (Mathioudakis and
Koudas 2010). In addition to trending events, endogenous or nonevent trends are also abundant on Twitter (Naaman et al. 2011). Techniques for unspecified event detection in Twitter
must therefore discriminate trending events of general interest from the trivial or nonevent
trends (exhibiting similar temporal pattern) using scalable and efficient algorithms. The
techniques described in the following text attempted to address these challenges.
Sankaranarayanan et al. (2009) proposed a news processing system based on Twitter,
called TwitterStand, to capture tweets that correspond to late breaking news. They employ a
naive Bayes classifier to separate news from irrelevant information and an online clustering
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algorithm based on weighted term vector according to tf-idf and cosine similarity to form
clusters of news. In addition, hashtags are used to reduce clustering errors. Clusters are
also associated with time information for management and for determining the clusters of
interest. Other issues addressed include removing the noise and determining the relevant
locations associated with the tweets.
Phuvipadawat and Murata (2010) presented a method to collect, group, rank, and track
breaking news from Twitter. They first sample tweets (through Twitter streaming API) using
predefined search queries, for example, “#breakingnews” and “#breaking news” keyword,
and index their content with Apache Lucene.7 Messages that are similar to each other are
then grouped together to form a news story. Similarity between messages are based on
tf-idf with an increased weight for proper noun terms, hashtags, and usernames. Proper
nouns are identified using the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER) trained on conventional news corpora. They use a weighted combination of number of followers (reliability)
and the number of retweeted messages (popularity) with a time adjustment for the freshness of the message to rank each cluster. New messages are included in a cluster if they
are similar to the first message and to the top-k terms in that cluster. The authors stress
the importance of proper nouns identification to enhance the similarity comparison between
tweets and hence improve the overall system accuracy. An application based on the proposed
method called Hot-streams has been developed.
Petrović et al. (2010) adapted the online NED approach proposed for news media (Allan,
Lavrenko, and Jin 2000), which is based on cosine similarity between documents to detect
new events that have never appeared in previous tweets. They focused on improving the
efficiency of online NED algorithm and proposed a constant time and space approach based
on an adapted variant of the locality sensitive hashing methods (Gionis et al. 1999), which
limits the search to a small number of documents. However, they did not consider replies,
retweets, and hashtags in their experiments or the significance of newly detected events (e.g.,
trivial or not). Results have shown that ranking according to the number of users is better
than ranking according to the number of tweets and considering entropy of the message
reduces the amount of spam messages in output.
Becker et al. (2011a) focused on online identification of real-world event content and
its associated Twitter messages using an online clustering technique, which continuously
clusters similar tweets and then classifies the clusters content into real-world events or
nonevents. These nonevents involve Twitter-centric topics, which are trending activities
in Twitter that do not reflect any real-world occurrences (Naaman et al. 2011). Twittercentric activities are difficult to detect, because they often share similar temporal distribution
characteristics with real-world events. Their clustering approach is based on a classical
(threshold-based) incremental clustering algorithm that has been proposed for NED in news
documents (Allan et al. 1998). Each message is represented as a tf-idf weight vector of its
textual content, and cosine similarity is used to compute the distance from a message to
cluster centroids. In addition to traditional preprocessing steps such as stop-word elimination and stemming, the weight of hashtag terms are doubled because they are considered a
strong indication of the message content. The authors combined temporal, social, topical,
and Twitter-centric features. The temporal features rely on term frequency that appear in the
set of messages associated with a cluster over time. The social features include the percentage of messages containing users interaction (i.e., retweets, replies, and mentions) out of all
messages in a cluster. The topical features are based on the hypothesis that event clusters
tend to revolve around a central topic, whereas nonevent clusters often center around various
7
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common terms (e.g., “sleep” or “work”) that do not reflect a single theme. The Twittercentric features are based on the frequency of multiword hashtags with special capitalization
(e.g., #BadWrestlingNames). Because the clusters constantly evolve over time, the features
are periodically updated for old clusters and computed for newly formed ones. Finally, a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier is trained on a labeled set of cluster features and
used to decide whether the cluster (and its associated messages) contains real-world event
information.
Long et al. (2011) adapted a traditional clustering approach by integrating some specific features to the characteristics of microblog data.8 These features are based on “topical
words,” which are more popular than others with respect to an event. Topical words are
extracted from daily messages on the basis of word frequency, word occurrence in hashtag, and word entropy. A (top-down) hierarchical divisive clustering approach is employed
on a co-occurrence graph (connecting messages in which topical words co-occur) to divide
topical words into event clusters. To track changes among events at different time, a
maximum-weighted bipartite graph matching is employed to create event chains, with a
variation of Jaccard coefficient as similarity measures between clusters. Finally, cosine similarity augmented with a time interval between messages is used to find the top-k most
relevant posts that summarize an event. These event summaries are then linked to event
chain clusters and plotted on the time line. For event detection, the authors found that topdown divisive clustering outperforms both k-means and traditional hierarchical clustering
algorithms.
Weng and Lee (2011) proposed an event detection based on clustering of discrete
wavelet signals built from individual words generated by Twitter. In contrast with
Fourier transforms, which have been proposed for event detection from traditional media
(Section 3.2), wavelet transformations are localized in both time and frequency domain and
hence able to identify the time and the duration of a bursty event within the signal. Wavelets
convert the signals from the time domain to time-scale domain, where the scale can be
considered as the inverse of frequency. Signal construction is based on time-dependent variant of document frequency–inverse document frequency (DF-IDF), where DF counts the
number of tweets (document) containing a specific word, while IDF accommodates word
frequency up to the current time step. A sliding window is then applied to capture the change
over time using the H-measure (normalized wavelet entropy). Trivial words are filtered
out on the basis of (a threshold set on) signals cross-correlation, which measure similarity
between two signals as function of a time lag. The remaining words are then clustered to
form events with a modularity-based graph partitioning technique, which splits the graph
into subgraphs each corresponding to an event. Finally, significant events are detected on the
basis of the number of words and the cross-correlation among the words related to an event.
Similarly, Cordeiro (2012) proposed a continuous wavelet transformation based on
hashtag occurrences combined with a topic model inference using latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) (Blei et al. 2003). Instead of individual words, hashtags are used for building wavelet
signals. An abrupt increase in the number of a given hashtag is considered a good indicator
of an event that is happening at a given time. Therefore, all hashtags were retrieved from
tweets and then grouped in intervals of 5 minutes. Hashtag signals are constructed over time
by counting the hashtag mentions in each interval, grouping them into separated time series
(one for each hashtag), and concatenating all tweets that mention the hashtag during each
time series. Adaptive filters are then used to remove noisy hashtag signals, before applying
the continuous wavelet transformation and getting a time-frequency representation of the
8
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signal. Next, wavelet peak and local maxima detection techniques are used to detect peaks
and changes in the hashtag signal. Finally, when an event is detected within a given time
interval, LDA is applied to all tweets related to the hashtag in each corresponding time series
to extract a set of latent topics, which provide an improved summary of event description.
4.1.2. Specified Event Detection. Specified event detection includes known or
planned social events. These events could be partially or fully specified with the related content or metadata information such as location, time, venue, and performers. The techniques
described later attempt to exploit Twitter textual content or metadata information or both,
using a wide range of machine learning, data mining, and text analysis techniques.
Popescu and Pennacchiotti (2010) focused on identifying controversial events that provoke public discussions with opposing opinions in Twitter, such as controversies involving
celebrities. Their detection framework is based on the notion of a Twitter snapshot, a triplet
consisting of a target entity (e.g., Barack Obama), a given period (e.g., 1 day), and a set of
tweets about the entity from the target period. Given a set of Twitter snapshots, an event
detection module first distinguishes between event and nonevent snapshots using a supervised gradient boosted decision trees (Friedman 2001), trained on manually labeled data set.
To rank these event snapshots, a controversy model assigns higher scores to controversialevent snapshots, on the basis of a regression algorithm applied to a large number of features.
The employed features are based on Twitter-specific characteristics including linguistic,
structural, buzziness,9 sentiment, and controversy features, and on external features such
as news buzz and Web-news controversy. These external features require time alignment
of entities in news media and Twitter sources, to capture entities that are trending in both
sources because they are more likely to refer to real-world events. The authors have also proposed to merge the two stages (detection and scoring) into a single-stage system by including
the event detection score as an additional feature into the controversy model, which yielded
an improved performance. Feature analysis of the single-stage system revealed that the event
score is the most relevant feature because it discriminates event from nonevent snapshots.
Hashtags are found to be important semantic features for tweets, because they help identify
the topic of a tweet and estimate the topical cohesiveness of a set of tweets. Nevertheless, external features based on news and the Web are also found useful; hence, correlation
with traditional media helps validate and explain social media reactions. In addition, the
linguistic, structural, and sentiment features also provide considerable effects. The authors
concluded that a rich, varied set of features is crucial for controversy detection.
In a successive work, Popescu et al. (2011) employed the same framework described
earlier, but with additional features to extract events and their descriptions from Twitter. The
key idea is based on the importance and the number of the entities to capture commonsense
intuitions about event and nonevent snapshots. As observed by the authors: “Most event
snapshots have a small set of important entities and additional minor entities while nonevent snapshots may have a larger set of equally unimportant entities.” These new features
are inspired from the document aboutness system (Paranjpe 2009) and aim at ranking the
entities in a snapshot with respect to their relative importance to the snapshot. This includes
relative positional information (e.g., offset of term in snapshot), term-level information
(term frequency, Twitter corpus IDF), and snapshot-level information (length of snapshot,
category, language). Opinion extraction tools such as an off-the-shelf part-of-speech (POS)
tagger and regular expressions have also been applied for improved event and main entity
9
Approximated by the number of tweets in a snapshot referring to an entity over the average number of tweets in the N
previous snapshots referring to the same entity.
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extraction. The number of snapshots containing action verbs, the buzziness of an entity in
the news on a given day, and the number of reply tweets are among the most useful new
features found by the authors.
Benson et al. (2011) present a novel approach to identify Twitter messages for concert events using a factor graph model, which simultaneously analyzes individual messages,
clusters them according to event type, and induces a canonical value for each event property. The motivation is to infer a comprehensive list of musical events from Twitter (based
on artist–venue pairs) to complete an existing list (e.g., city event calender table) by discovering new musical events mentioned by Twitter users that are difficult to find in other media
sources. At the message level, this approach relies on a conditional random field (CRF) to
extract the artist name and location of the event. The input features to CRF model include
word shape; a set of regular expressions for common emoticons, time references, and venue
types; a bag of words for artist names extracted from external source (e.g., Wikipedia); and
a bag of words for city venue names. Clustering is guided by term popularity, which is an
alignment score among the message term labels (artist, venue, none) and some candidate
value (e.g., specific artist or venue name). To capture the large text variation in Twitter messages, this score is based on a weighted combination of term similarity measures, including
complete string matching, and adjacency and equality indicators scaled by the inverse document frequency. In addition, a uniqueness factor (favoring single messages) is employed
during clustering to uncover rare event messages that are dominated by the popular ones
and to discourage various messages from the same events to cluster into multiple events.
On the other hand, a consistent indicator is employed to discourage messages from multiple events to form a single cluster. The factor graph model is then employed to capture the
interaction between all components and provide the final decision. The output of the model
consists of a musical event-based clustering of messages, where each cluster is represented
by an artist–venue pairs.
Lee and Sumiya (2010) present a geosocial local event detection system based on modeling and monitoring crowd behaviors via Twitter, to identify local festivals. They rely on
geographical regularities deduced from the usual behavior patterns of crowds using geotags.
First, Twitter geotagged data are collected and preprocessed over a long period for a specific
region (Fujisaka et al. 2010). The region is then divided into several regions of interest (ROI)
using the k-means algorithm, applied to the geographical coordinates (longitudes/latitudes)
of the collected data. Geographical regularities of crowd within each ROI are then estimated
from historical data based on three main features: the number of tweets, users, and moving
users within an ROI. Statistics for these features are then accumulated over historical data
using 6-hour time interval to form the estimated behavior of crowd within each ROI. Finally,
unusual events in the monitored geographical area can be detected by comparing statistics
from new tweets with those of the estimated behavior. The authors found that an increased
user activity (moving inside or coming to an ROI) combined with an increased number of
tweets provides strong indicator of local festivals.
Sakaki et al. (2010) exploited tweets to detect specific types of events such as
earthquakes and typhoons. They formulated event detection as a classification problem
and trained an SVM on a manually labeled Twitter data set comprising positive events
(earthquakes and typhoons) and negative events (other events or nonevents). Three types
of features have been employed: the number of words (statistical), the keywords in a tweet
message, and the words surrounding users queries (contextual). Analysis of the number of
tweets over time for earthquakes and typhoons data revealed an exponential distribution of
events. Parameters of the exponential distribution are estimated from historical data and
then used for computation of a reliable wait time (during which more information is being
gathered from related tweets) before raising an alarm. Experiments have shown that the
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statistical features provided the best results, while a small improvement in performance
has been achieved by the combination of the three features. The authors have also applied
Kalman filtering and particle filtering (Fox et al. 2003) for estimation of earthquake center
and typhoon trajectory from Twitter temporal and spatial information. They found that particle filters outperformed Kalman filters in both cases, because of the inappropriate Gaussian
assumption of the latter for this type of problems.
Becker et al. (2011) presented a system for augmenting information about planned
events with Twitter messages, using a combination of simple rules and query building strategies. To identify Twitter messages for an event, they begin with simple and precise query
strategies derived from the event description and its associated aspects (e.g., combining
time and venue). An annotator is then asked to label the results returned by each strategy for over 50 events that provide high-precision tweets. To improve recall, they employ
term-frequency analysis and co-location techniques on the resulting high-precision tweets
to identify descriptive event terms and phrases, which are then used recursively to define
new queries. In addition, they build queries using URL and hashtag statistics from the highprecision tweets for an event. Finally, they build a rule-based classifier to select among this
new set of queries and then use the selected queries to retrieve additional event messages.
In a related work, Becker et al. (2011b) proposed centrality-based approaches to extract
high-quality, relevant, and useful Twitter messages related to an event. These approaches
are based on the observation that the most topically central messages in a cluster are more
likely to reflect key aspects of the event than other, less central cluster messages. The techniques from both works have recently been extended and incorporated into a more general
approach that aims at identifying social media contents for known events across different
social media sites (Becker et al. 2012).
Massoudi et al. (2011) employed a generative language modeling approach based on
query expansion and microblog “quality indicators” to retrieve individual microblog messages. However, the authors only considered the existence of a query term within a specific
post and discarded its local frequency. The quality indicators include part of the blog “credibility indicators” proposed by Weerkamp and de Rijke (2008) such as emoticons, post
length, shouting, capitalization, and the existence of hyperlinks, extended with specific
microblog characteristics such as a recency factor, and the number of reposts and followers.
The recency factor is based on difference between the query time and the post time. The values provided with these microblog-specific indicators are averaged into a single value and
are weight combined with the credibility indicators to compute the overall prior probability
for a microblog post. The query expansion technique selects top-k terms that occur in a userspecified number of posts close to the query date. The final query is therefore a weighted
mixture of the original and expanded query. The combination of the quality indicator terms
and the microblog characteristics has been shown to outperform each method alone. In addition, tokens with numeric or nonalphabetic characters have turned out beneficial for query
expansion.
Rather than retrieving individual microblog messages in response to an event query,
Metzler et al. (2012) proposed retrieving a ranked list (or timeline) of historical event
summaries. The search task involves temporal query expansion, timespan retrieval, and
summarization. In response to a user query, this approach retrieves a ranked set of timespans10 on the basis of the occurrence of the query keywords. A burstiness score is then
computed for all terms that occur in messages posted during each of the retrieved timespans. This score is based on the frequency of term occurrence within the retrieved timespan
10
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to that within the entire microblog archive. The idea is to capture terms that are heavily discussed and trending during a retrieved timespan, because they are more likely to be related
to the query. The scores for each term are aggregated (using geometric mean) over all
retrieved timespans, and the k highest weighted terms are considered for query expansion.
The expanded query is now used to identify the 1000 highest scoring timespans, with respect
to the term expansion weight and to the cosine similarity between the burstiness of the query
terms and the burstiness of the timespan terms. Adjacent timespans (contiguous in time)
are then merged into longer time interval to form the final ranked list. To produce a short
summary for each retrieved time interval, a small set of query-relevant messages posted
during the timespan are then selected. These relevant messages are retrieved as top ranked
message according to a weighted variant of the query likelihood scoring function, which is
based on the burstiness score for expansion terms and a Dirichlet smoothed language modeling estimate for each term in the message. The authors showed that their approach is more
robust and effective than the traditional relevance-based language models (Lavrenko and
Croft 2001) applied to the collected Twitter corpus and to English Gigaword corpus.
Gu et al. (2011) proposed an event modeling approach called ETree for event modeling
from Twitter streams. ETree employs n-gram-based content analysis techniques to group
a large number of event-related messages into semantically coherent information blocks,
an incremental modeling process to construct hierarchical theme structures, and a life
cycle-based temporal analysis technique to identify potential causal relationships between
information blocks. The n-gram model is used to detect frequent key phrases among a
large number of event-related messages, where each phrase represents an initial information block. Semantically coherent messages are merged into the corresponding information
block. The weighted cosine similarity is computed between each of the remaining messages
(that does not include any key phrase) and each information block, and the messages with
high similarities are merged into the corresponding information block. In addition, replies
to tweets are also merged into the corresponding information block. An incremental (topdown) hierarchical algorithm based on weighted cosine similarity is proposed to construct
and update the theme structures, where each theme is considered as a tree structure with
information blocks as leaf nodes and subtopics as internal nodes. For instance, when a new
tweet becomes available, it may be assigned to an existing theme or node or may become a
new theme (in this case, the hierarchy must be reconstructed). Finally, casual relationships
between information blocks are computed on the basis of content (weighted cosine) similarity and temporal relevance. Temporal information is based on the time boundaries of each
information block as well as on the temporal distribution reflecting the number of messages
posted within each period. The authors show that the n-gram-based block identification
generates coherent information blocks with high coverage. An event is considered coherent
if more than half of its information blocks are relevant, while the coverage of an event is
defined as the percentage of messages that are captured into one of the identified information blocks. In addition, ETree is shown more efficient compared with its nonincremental
version and to TSCAN—a widely used algorithm that derives major themes of events from
the eigenvectors of a temporal block association matrix (Chen and Chang Chen 2008).
4.2. New versus Retrospective Event
Similar to event detection from conventional media, described in Section 3, event
detection in Twitter can also be classified into RED and NED depending on the task and
application requirements as well as on the type of event.
Because NED techniques involve continuous monitoring of Twitter signals for discovering new events in near real time, they are naturally suited for detecting unknown real-world
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events or breaking news, as shown in Table 1, column 6. In general, trending events on
Twitter could be aligned with real-world breaking news. However, sometimes a comment,
person, or photo related to real-world breaking news may become more trending on Twitter
than the original event. One such example is Bobak Ferdowsi’s hairstyle, which became viral
on social media while NASA’s Curiosity rover was landing on Mars11 Although the NED
approaches do not impose any assumption on the event, they are not restricted to unspecified event detection. When the monitoring task involves specific events (natural disasters,
celebrities, etc.) or a specific information about the event description (e.g., geographical
location), these information could be integrated into the NED system, for instance, by using
filtering techniques (Sakaki et al. 2010) or exploiting additional features such as the controversy (Popescu and Pennacchiotti 2010) or the geotagged information (Lee and Sumiya
2010), to better focus on the event of interest. Most NED approaches could also be applied
to historical data to detect and analyze past events.
While most research focused on NED to exploit the timely information provided by
Twitter streams, recent studies have shown an interest in RED from Twitter’s historical data
(Table 1, column 7). Existing microblog search services, such as those offered by Twitter and Google, only provide limited search capabilities that allow to retrieve individual
microblog posts in response to a query (Metzler et al. 2012). The challenges in finding
Twitter messages relevant to a given user query are mainly due to the sparseness of the
tweets and the large number of vocabulary mismatch (which is dynamically evolving). For
example, relevant messages may not contain any query term, or new abbreviation terms
or hashtags may emerge with the event. Traditional query expansion techniques rely on
terms that co-occur with query terms in relevant documents. In contrast, event retrieval from
Twitter data focused on temporal and dynamic query expansion techniques. Recent research
efforts have started to focus on providing more structured and comprehensive summaries of
Twitter events.
4.3. Detection Methods and Features
Event detection from Twitter streams draws on techniques from different fields, which
are extensively covered in the literature, including machine learning and data mining
(Murphy 2012; Hastie et al. 2009), natural language processing (Manning and Schütze
1999; Jurafsky and Martin 2009), information extraction (Hogenboom et al. 2011), text mining (Hogenboom et al. 2011; Aggarwal 2011), and information retrieval (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto 2011). In this section, the major directions of the survey approaches for event
detection from Twitter are discussed.
In general, machine learning tasks involve learning a mapping function: f .X / ! Y ,
from an input space X to an output space Y . These tasks are typically divided into supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. In supervised learning, a labeled set of N
input–output pairs ¹.x1 ; y1 /; : : : ; .xn ; yn /º is provided at training time to learn f .X /, while
unsupervised learning relies solely on the input data ¹.x1 ; : : : ; yn /º to discover interesting
patterns (i.e., estimate both f .X / and Y ).
The remainder of this section categorizes the event detection techniques into supervised
and unsupervised learning or a combination of both approaches (as shown in Table 1) and
discusses the feature representation for each approach, which are classified into general and
Twitter-specific features as illustrated in Table 2.
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4.3.1. Unsupervised Detection Approaches. Similar to event detection from conventional media (Section 3), most techniques for unspecified event detection from Twitter
streams rely on clustering approaches, as described in Section 4.1.1 and also shown in
Tables 1 and 2. Clustering approaches are naturally suitable for unspecified NED from
Twitter, because they are unsupervised in that they require no labeled data for training.
However, given the increasingly large amounts of data and the real-time nature of Twitter
streams, clustering algorithms for NED must be efficient and highly scalable. In addition,
they should not require any prior knowledge (e.g., the number of clusters), because Twitter
data are dynamically evolving and new events arise over time. Ideally, these clustering algorithms must process and analyze new tweets as they become available using a single or few
passes within a limited amount of time and memory and be able to provide decisions at any
given time. Therefore, partitioning clustering techniques such as K-means, K-median, and
K-medoid or other approaches based on the expectation–maximization algorithm (Aggarwal
and Zhai 2012; Berkhin 2002) are also not suitable because they require a prior knowledge
of the number of clusters (K).
Several threshold-based online (or incremental) approaches for clustering Twitter
streams have been mainly adopted from the NED in the TDT (Becker et al. 2011a; Petrović
et al. 2010; Phuvipadawat and Murata 2010; Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009). As described in
Section 3, incremental clustering approaches are appropriate for grouping of continuously
generated text, by setting a maximum similarity between new tweets and any of the existing
clusters. When the similarity is greater than a preset threshold, the new tweet is considered
similar to and merged with the closest cluster; otherwise, it is considered as a new event and
a new cluster is formed. Although some work has focused on improving the efficiency of the
original online clustering algorithm (Petrović et al. 2010), little research efforts have been
devoted to threshold settings and fragmentation issues. Thresholds are typically set empirically using the training (or validation) data and assumed to generalize to unseen messages.
Fragmentation occurs when tweets that talk about the same event are grouped in different
clusters. Fragmentation is inherent to incremental clustering and depends on threshold settings. To alleviate this issue, Sankaranarayanan et al. (2009) suggested a periodic second
pass to merge similar or duplicate clusters, while Petrović et al. (2010) proposed comparing
new tweets with a fixed number of most recent clusters.
Graph-based clustering algorithms have also been proposed for the NED task. A hierarchical divisive clustering approach is used on a co-occurrence graph (connecting messages
according to word co-occurrence) to divide topical words into event clusters (Long et al.
2011). A modularity-based graph partitioning technique is used to form events by splitting
the graph into subgraphs each corresponding to an event (Weng and Lee 2011). The power
iteration method employed in the PageRank algorithm (Ipsen and Wills 2006) is proposed
to alleviate the computational burden associated with finding the largest eigenvalue of the
modularity matrix (Weng and Lee 2011). In general, hierarchical clustering algorithms do
not scale to the large size of the data because they require the full similarity matrix, which
contains the pairwise similarity between groups (Becker et al. 2010; Cordeiro 2012). In
addition, scalable graph partitioning algorithms may not capture the highly skewed event
distribution of Twitter data as they are biased toward balanced partitioning (Becker et al.
2010).
New event detection approaches that are based on unsupervised clustering typically
employ shallow feature representations, including the weighted term vector according to tf-idf computed over some period (Petrović et al. 2010; Weng and Lee 2011)
and augmented with other features such as hashtag occurrence (Becker et al. 2011a;
Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009). In addition to word and hashtag frequency, some authors
have included other features such as word entropy (Long et al. 2011) and proper names
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(Phuvipadawat and Murata 2010). Because of their discriminating power, and for improved
efficiency, the hashtag features have been recently used without any additional features
(Cordeiro 2012). Cosine similarity is most commonly used within these online clustering
algorithms to compute the distance between the (augmented) term vectors and the centers
of clusters. The approaches based on spectral analysis and weighted graphs (Cordeiro 2012;
Long et al. 2011; Weng and Lee 2011) inherently detect the bursty events associated with the
previously considered features over time. On the other hand, NED approaches that are only
based on clustering typically exploit Twitter social network information, which reflect the
bursty events, to rank the resulting event clusters and their associated messages before presenting the most relevant real-world events. This includes ranking event clusters according
to the number of tweets, retweets, users, and followers (Petrović et al. 2010; Phuvipadawat
and Murata 2010).
New event detection of specific type of events could be addressed similar to anomaly
detection techniques (Khreich et al. 2009), which rely on modeling normal user behavior
and detecting any deviation from this baseline profile. This alternate unsupervised learning
approach has been shown effective in detecting local festival events, by learning the normal behavior of users in a given location over some period, and in detecting deviations as
possible events (Lee and Sumiya 2010). Boxplot statistics such as the median, quartiles,
and minimum and maximum values have been used to learn the geographical regularities
of a crowd within a region of interest using features such as the number of tweets and the
number of users, and user-movement based on geotag information (Lee and Sumiya 2010).
From this perspective, online and incremental learning of sequential models such as hidden
Markov models (Khreich et al. 2012b) would provide a more robust solution for modeling
the temporal behavior of the data.
In contrast to traditional query expansion techniques, which rely on query-term cooccurrence, the unsupervised approaches for RED focus on temporal and dynamic query
expansion techniques. Because of the temporal and social aspects in Twitter streams, people
searching Twitter show more interest in timely information (e.g., related to news or events)
and social information related, for instance, to other users or popular trends (Teevan et al.
2011). The proposed temporal query expansion techniques are based on the number of posts
close to the query date to retrieve individual messages (Massoudi et al. 2011) or on past
(possibly distant) timespans to extract various messages that are related to a specific event
(Metzler et al. 2012). Queries are extended on the basis of features such as the relative
term frequency, hashtags, existence of hyperlinks and emoticons, number of replies and
followers, post length, abbreviation, and capitalization that co-trend with the query terms
in relevant timespans. This allows queries to adapt to new terms, abbreviations, or hashtags
that may emerge during specific events.
Providing a structured and comprehensive summary of Twitter events, which goes
beyond simple message retrieval, is currently an active area of research. As a postprocessing
step to event detection, it would provide a more comprehensive view of the content than a
list of tweets. Effective summarization and structuring of tweets is also important for several
microblog-related applications ranging from trend detection to microblog retrieval and sentiment analysis (Efron 2011; Kim et al. 2011; Sharifi et al. 2010). A “phrase reinforcement”
algorithm is proposed to summarize multiple tweets related to the same event by
finding the most commonly used phrase that encompasses the topic (Sharifi et al. 2010).
Long et al. (2011) return the k most relevant and diverse posts to capture the event context
based on cosine similarity between posts within a given time interval, while Cordeiro (2012)
returns the set of hashtags related to the events based on an LDA topic model. A more structured view of events is provided by the ETree framework (Gu et al. 2011). ETree identifies
the major aspects of the event, the key message clusters, and their hierarchical structure
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and causal relationships by using the term vector, number of replies, and employing n-gram
analysis, incremental modeling, and a life cycle–based temporal analysis.
4.3.2. Supervised Detection Approaches. While most NED approaches for unspecified events involve unsupervised clustering of new tweets (as shown in Table 1), the NED
techniques that focus on detecting a specified type of event mainly rely on supervised
learning approaches. Although manually labeling a large number of twitter messages is a
labor-intensive and time-consuming task, it is more feasible for specified events than for
unspecified events (as illustrated in Table 3). When some event descriptions are known, filtering techniques could be used to reduce the amounts of irrelevant messages and make it
easier for a human expert to annotate a data set of “reasonable” size. Furthermore, filtering according to specific event descriptions, such as keywords, location, or time, would also
reduce the amount of Twitter messages that must be processed during system operation and
allow the detection algorithm to focus on a restricted set of tweets.
Several supervised classification algorithms have been proposed for NED of specified events, including naive Bayes (Becker et al. 2011a; Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009),
SVM (Becker et al. 2011a; Sakaki et al. 2010), and gradient boosted decision trees
(Popescu and Pennacchiotti 2010; Popescu et al. 2011). These classifiers are typically
trained on a small set of Twitter messages collected over a few weeks or months and
then filtered and labeled according to the target event as, for instance, an event or
nonevent (Becker et al. 2011a; Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009), an earthquake or nonearthquake event (Sakaki et al. 2010), and a controversial or noncontroversial event
(Popescu and Pennacchiotti 2010; Popescu et al. 2011). The labeling procedure usually
involves two human annotators with specific domain knowledge. An agreement measure, such as Cohen’s Kappa measure (Carletta 1996), is then used to evaluate the level
of interannotator agreement. Ambiguous events with a high level of disagreement are
discarded.
In addition to filtering out part of the irrelevant messages, when the detection task
involves specified events, additional features (other than word or hashtag frequency) could
be included in the detection algorithm for improved system accuracy. These features may
vary widely depending on the target event and its description. For instance, in addition to
word frequency, Sakaki et al. (2010) considered special keywords mentioning an “earthquake”, its variant, or related words (e.g., “shaking”) as well as the contextual information
surrounding these keywords. For detecting controversial events about celebrities, Popescu
and Pennacchiotti (2010) employed a large set of linguistic, structural, burst, sentiment, and
controversy features from Twitter and external features such as news buzz and Web-news
controversy. For improved event detection accuracy and event description quality, Popescu
et al. (2011) augmented this set with more sophisticated features based on information
retrieval and natural language processing techniques, such as relative positional information,
POS tagging, and main entity extraction.
4.3.3. Hybrid Detection Approaches. While supervised classification and unsupervised clustering approaches have been applied separately for NED, a combination of
both approaches has also been proposed (Table 1). Some approaches employ classification or detection techniques to identify relevant or important tweets before clustering
(Sankaranarayanan et al. 2009). A trained classifier used to discriminate between events and
nonevents would help reduce the amount of (noisy) data provided for clustering and hence
improve system efficiency. However, this approach is sensitive to the classification accuracy
and threshold settings; relevant real-world events could be discarded before reaching the
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REST API
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13.6 M tweets
740 K snapshots

22 M posts
4.3 M tweets

2.6 M tweets

163.5 M tweets

–
10 tweets

Corpus size
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7 months

2.5 months
1 month

1 month

6 months

–
–

Temporal scope

Average precision over 1000
threads from system output
manually labeled as relevant,
neutral, or spam
Macro-averaged F1 over 300
tweet clusters manually
labeled as real-world event,
Twitter-centric activity,
other nonevent, or ambiguous
Precision
Precision on 21 system-detected
events (tweets from 1k most
followed Singapore-based
users + their followers)
Visual illustration
Average precision, area under
ROC curve over 10-fold
cross-validation

Qualitative
Qualitative
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Firehose

Tweets from NYC-based users

Search API (tweets geotagged
as from Japan)

Search API (queries: {typhoon}
and {earthquake + shaking})
Twitter API
Queries based on trending topics

Streaming API

Search API (queries for 20
manually selected events
across seven categories)

Benson et al. (2011)

Lee and Sumiya (2010)

Sakaki et al. (2010)

Becker et al. (2011)
Massoudi et al. (2011)

Metzler et al. (2012)

Gu et al. (2011)
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Popescu et al. (2011)

TABLE 3. Continued.
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–
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–
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Standard IR metrics over
manually assessed pool of
top 20 results of each query
Precision@10 for 50 different
event type queries
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Average precision, mean
reciprocal rank over
Precision/recall over records
scraped from NYC.com
music event guide
Precision/recall over system
results manually judged against
15 prespecified festivals
in a 3-day period
Precision/recall

Evaluation
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clustering stage. Other approaches first proceed with a clustering and then attempt to classify whether a cluster contains relevant information about real-world events. Because the
clusters constantly evolve over time, the features are periodically updated for old clusters
and computed for newly formed ones.
Another hybrid approach proposed to identify Twitter messages corresponding to concert events uses a factor graph model, which simultaneously extracts the artist name and
location of the event using a supervised CRF classifier and then clusters them according to
event type and induces a canonical value for each event property (Benson et al. 2011). This
novel approach could be seen as a specific named entity recognizer. In this line of research,
Ritter et al. (2011) developed more general NLP tools for Twitter text, including a POS
tagger, a shallow parser, and a named entity recognizer based on supervised CRF models.
5. DISCUSSION
As discussed in the previous section and presented in Tables 1 and 2, event detection
techniques from Twitter mainly rely on unsupervised and supervised detection approaches.
While the benefit of unsupervised clustering approaches is that they do not require labeled
data, several options are still available for potential optimization. For instance, setting the
thresholds of incremental clustering algorithms should be based on more advanced and possibly adaptive techniques rather than simply relying on static values computed from small
data sets during system design. Alternative techniques for improved clustering efficiency
and scalability may be considered, such as blocking or canopy techniques (Bilenko et al.
2006; McCallum et al. 2000; Reuter and Cimiano 2012). Candidate retrieval or blocking
methods alleviate the scalability issue by selecting a subset of object pairs with large similarity values (e.g., between messages or between messages and clusters), leaving out the
remaining pairs as dissimilar, and hence reducing the number of messages that are considered as potential events (Bilenko et al. 2006; Reuter and Cimiano 2012). Performing
clustering in two stages is another alternative. First, an approximate distance measure is used
to efficiently (and roughly) divide the data into overlapping subsets or “canopies.” Then,
a more rigorous clustering stage using expensive distance measurements is applied to the
messages that occur in a common canopy (McCallum et al. 2000). Cluster fragmentation is
also another issue that deserves more focus. In addition to the temporal aspect of the messages, other features such as the location proximity (using geotags) could be used as another
indicator that messages are related to the same event.
On the other hand, the proposed supervised event detection approaches generally
assume a static environment. A single classifier is typically trained off-line on a relatively
small batch of Twitter data labeled manually. The classifier is then deployed for detecting events directly or combined with a clustering approach. These techniques are therefore
restricted in scope, because limited labeled data are available for training and Twitter is a
continuously evolving environment. For instance, users may leave or join the service, active
users may become inactive, new terms, abbreviations, and hashtags may emerge. A static
classifier is prone to both false positive and negative errors when a concept drift occurs in
the data streams. Techniques such as incremental learning (Joshi and Kulkarni 2012) and
ensemble methods (Khreich et al. 2012a; Kuncheva 2004; Polikar 2006) may be employed
to account for unseen events and adapt to changes that may occur over time.
Other approaches that have proved useful when dealing with sparse labeled data include
semi-supervised learning (Chapelle et al. 2006; Zhu Updated on July 19, 2008) and transfer learning (Pan and Yang 2010; Pan et al. 2012). Semi-supervised learning exploits a
small amount of labeled data together with the large amount of unlabeled data to build
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classifiers (Chapelle et al. 2006; Zhu Updated on July 19, 2008). Transfer learning methods are designed to extract useful knowledge from different but related domains (Chapelle
et al. 2006; Zhu Updated on July 19, 2008). For instance, transferring existing knowledge
in Wikipedia documents to help classify Twitter messages. Following this line of research,
Meij et al. (2012) proposed a method for automatically mapping tweets to Wikipedia articles to facilitate semantic mining. This approach is based on a combination of high-recall
concept ranking and high-precision machine learning including random forests or gradient
boosted regression trees.
People are increasingly searching the Web not only to find documents but also to make
decisions. Because queries are inherently ambiguous and difficult to interpret in isolation,
recent advances in Web search technologies are relying on the notion of relevance to reduce
ambiguity. Therefore, several learning to rank models have been proposed for information
retrieval tasks to capture document relevance by combining various global, context-specific,
and user-specific features (Li et al. 2008). In addition to traditional information retrieval
methods, the previously described techniques for semi-supervised and transfer learning may
be used for feature generation, ranking model selection, and labeled data collection for
model training and evaluation. The challenge with RED resides in designing features that
capture the importance of an event with respect to specific keywords, while taking into
account the temporal, geospacial, and social network specific to the user.
Performance evaluation of different approaches and features is a major issue facing
event detection in Twitter. In typical information retrieval tasks, precision, recall, and Fmeasures are common performance metrics. The precision is the number of relevant events
detected over the total number of events detected, while the recall is the number of relevant events detected over the total number of relevant events that exist in the data streams.
F-measures are weighted harmonic means of precision and recall. Recall is generally difficult to compute for large and noisy data sets, because manual enumeration of all relevant
events that exist in a given Twitter streams is time consuming for small sets and infeasible
for larger ones. Therefore, as illustrated in Table 3, some of the work surveyed in this article
only focused on precision measures such as average precision or precision@K (which capture the fraction of correctly detected events out of the top-K detected ones), while others
only presented few examples of the detected events. Representative data sets and common
testbed are highly required for evaluation of different detection techniques and feature representations that are proposed for event detection from Twitter. Therefore, sharing (and if
possible merging) the labeled data sets online (such as those presented in Table 3), as well as
using crowd sourcing services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk for larger scale labeling,
would provide more representative data for evaluation.
Most techniques focused on English language. In addition to stop-words and trivial
nonalphanumeric words, all non-English words are filtered out. However, depending on
the event location, Twitter messages could be written in mixed languages or in completely
non-English languages. Accurate translation of all non-English tweets would increase the
computational load the amounts of data to process by downstream applications. There is a
growing body of mining translingual knowledge from textual data found on the Web for statistical machine translation (Nie et al. 2012). In general, techniques for both RED and NED
do not always require high-quality text translations. Parallel or even comparable corpora can
be directly used to train models or learn term similarity measures for query translation.
This survey focused on event detection from a single source of social media information. More robust solutions would be provided by integrating and combining event
information from multiple social sources, such as Facebook, Flicker, and Youtube (Chen
and Roy 2009; Kennedy et al. 2007; Kinsella et al. 2011; Mirkovic et al. 2011; Rattenbury
et al. 2007; Stefanidis et al. 2011; Tang et al. 2012). Missing information from one source
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may be available in the other. Clustering and classification approaches could be applied to
various social media sources simultaneously using their common feature representations
included in the metadata (title, user, time, tags, location, etc.). As an alternative, these detection approaches could be applied to each social media source to further exploit site-specific
features and then be merged using learned similarity measures (Becker et al. 2010). Furthermore, multiple text streams could be indexed and aligned by the same set of time points
called coordinated text streams (Wang et al. 2007), to determine the interesting events and
associations between different streams. These approaches and additional features can help
detect new events from complementary social media sites.
Although the research community is making progress toward specific event detection
subtasks, simultaneously monitoring and analyzing the events and activities from different
social media services remain a challenge. A considerable effort is still required to achieve
efficient and reliable event detection systems, such as designing better feature extraction and
query generation techniques, more accurate filtering and detection algorithms, improved
techniques to combine and analyze information from multiple sources (social and traditional media) and multiple languages, and enhanced summarization and visualization
approaches. Many organizations and research scholars are actively developing new systems
and algorithms to overcome these challenges to exploit this rich and continuous flow of
user-generated content.
6. CONCLUSION
Event detection aims at finding real-world occurrences that unfold over space and time.
As a fast-growing microblogging and online social networking service, Twitter provides
unprecedentedly valuable user-generated content that can be transformed into actionable and
situational knowledge. More importantly, messages posted on Twitter—currently exceeding 400 million tweets per day—could reveal information about real-world events as they
unfold. However, event detection from Twitter data must efficiently and accurately uncover
relevant information about events of general or specific interest, which is buried within a
large amount of mundane information (e.g., meaningless, polluted, and rumor messages).
This article provides a survey of techniques proposed for event detection from Twitter
data. These techniques are classified according to the type of target event into specified
or unspecified event detection. Depending on the detection task and target application,
these techniques are also classified into RED or NED. Nevertheless, they are also categorized according to the detection methods that involve supervised, unsupervised, and hybrid
approaches. General and Twitter-specific feature representations corresponding to each category are also presented and discussed. Finally, this article highlights major issues and open
research challenges, in particular, the need for publicly available testbeds for comprehensive
evaluation of performance and objective comparison of different detection approaches.
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